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The Red Education team provided a step-by-step plan for the

migration process, including:

· Review of Existing Implementation and Configuration · Testing of the

Base Configuration of F5 Infrastructure Deployed · Services

Configuration (LTM, APM and F5 DNS) · Testing of Services Deployed

(LTM, APM and F5 DNS) · Pre-Production Integration and Testing

(LTM, APM and F5 DNS) · Production Migration and Testing

 Hyper Care
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98% of students recommend Red Education

The migration project from Netscaler to F5 was

implemented successfully.

A fast blueprint for the migration – this was

provided after 5 days (10-15 days is typical).

All prerequisites were met, including access to

the End User’s systems and networks as

necessary to perform the services, with support

from technical support teams provided for all

vendors and third parties.

The data centre wanted to migrate from an existing Citrix NetScaler to

the F5 Load Balancer. The customer had neither the manpower to

implement this project nor knowledge of the steps needed.

As Red Education is an Authorised Training Company for F5, the client

asked if we could also handle this migration project. The brief to

implement the migration included:

· Configure F5 Parallel setup for F5 (planned, part of Wave 3) ·

Application Testing Troubleshooting · Production Cutover Status 

· Hypercare – required after cutover · Down time - Minimal to Zero

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

BENEFITS

The customer

The customer is an India-based

multinational information

technology company that

provides business consulting,

information technology and

outsourcing services. 

This technology giant provides

software development,

maintenance and independent

validation services to

companies in finance,

insurance, manufacturing and

other domains. 

1300 651 917

www.rededucation.com

Level 6, 65 Walker St, North Sydney

NSW 2060 Australia

At a glance 

Thanks to Red Education’s

reputation as an Authorised

Training Provider for F5, this

global tech giant approached

our India instructor team to carry

out a complex data centre

migration for their client.

INDUSTRY - DATA CENTER

Our client is a Global System Integrator (GSI) working with a data

center based in the Philippines.


